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News Broadcasting Is

To Have You Think
SOMEBODY'S GOTTA SAY IT
by Neal Boortz, 2007
You hold in your hands a book by a radio talk-show host..
If you’re like most people, on the other hand, you probably
spend most of your time every day watching what you say, for
fear that blurting out your insensitive thoughts might bring about
adverse repercussions, whether at home, at work, or in your
social life. Nope-not me! After all, it’s my job to come up with
things to say-things to get people talking.

JARVIS RAYMOND: Here is an example of what this talkshow host desires you to think upon.

Learned that the Bush administration has negotiated an
agreement with Mexico that would allow illegal aliens to collect
Social Security benefits in this country without working and
paying Social Security taxes nearly as long as any American
citizen would have to;
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JARVIS RAYMOND: And another one.

Learned that the Mexican government is providing GPS devices
to Mexican citizens to help them avoid American law
enforcement as they illegally cross our border to become part of
the Mexican invasion force.

JARVIS RAYMOND: This then is another raison d’etre of the
news reporter or media person. He has the accountability to
alert people of what it is that they need to be talking about
and be concerned with for their safety.
You can see that these two articles that follow are
nothing as what you see from the United States controlled
media. These are AP reporters who write these articles.

Illegal Immigrants will be
Eligible to Apply for Social Security
Rense.com, Kent and Woodruff, Feb 2004
Under Bush's proposed amnesty, illegal immigrants will be
eligible to apply for temporary worker status for up to six
years, getting all the benefits of a citizen ranging from
drivers' licenses to Social Security checks. To facilitate the
amnesty, the president is asking Congress to raise the
number of legal “green cards” handed out to immigrants
each year, but he has so far not specified how many
millions will be needed.
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Bush to Give Illegals
Social Security Benefits
United Press International
via Cox.Net. United Press International

President Bush wants to let some of the eight million
illegal aliens in the United States move toward legal
status without penalty -- but with benefits. His
proposals, part of a sweeping change in U.S.
immigration policy, will be revealed Wednesday, the
Washington Times reported.
Bush will propose that illegal aliens from Mexico, and
possibly other countries, who pay U.S. Social Security
taxes, but provide false identification numbers, be
allowed to collect benefits.

JARVIS RAYMOND: This next news reporter is not actually
able to voice his concern honestly in such terms as he uses as
“standard of service” and “culture of respect.” He perhaps
does not believe it himself yet he will write this article as if
this is what you need to be thinking about, which is not the
National Standard for broadcasting news!

$500M to cut INS application time
to 6 months
Source: Paul Shepard, Associated Press, in Boston Globe, Jul 2000

Expanding on a proposal to improve the INS, Bush
pledged $500 million in new spending yesterday to cut
the time needed to process an immigration application to
an average of six months. Bush said the process now
takes three to five years. Late last year, the INS
announced that average times had been reduced from two
years to 12 months, and were headed lower.
Bush said, “We will bring to the INS a new
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standard of service and a culture of respect,” The new
spending, to be doled out over five years, is the latest part
of an INS overhaul plan that Bush’s campaign believes
will resonate with Latino voters. ‘’We’ve got an INS that
is too bureaucratic, too stuck in the past,’’ he said.

MOSES: The newspaper news writer is one who comes under
the function of the Deputy to defend the Queen’s land. He is
to learn the laws of this nation, he is to serve as a whistleblower.
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL:
The giving of illegal aliens
Social Security benefits is
clearly adultery. Thou
Shall Not Commit
Adultery — the Eighth
Commandment.
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